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Elimination of self-absorption in fluorescence hard-x-ray absorption spectra
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Fluorescence detection is a convenient way to measure x-ray absorption spectra in situations where samples
cannot be made in the required configuration. However, self-absorption effects cause considerable distortion of
spectra measured in fluorescence. We describe a straightforward procedure to correct for such distortion in the
hard-x-ray region using the known energy dependence of the x-ray absorption coefficients. This procedure is
used to obtain the vanadiumK-edge spectrum of single crystal V2O3 and we demonstrate that self-absorption
is properly corrected. This facilitates the use of fluorescence detection even in the hard-x-ray region.
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Extended x-ray absorption fine structure~EXAFS! is
widely used to study the local physical and electronic en
ronment of specific atomic species in materials. In the ha
x-ray region above several keV photon energy used to stu
for example, theK edges of the transition metals in conce
trated samples, EXAFS is usually measured in transmiss
For this purpose, samples are carefully made thin eno
~usually several tens of micrometers! to ensure that the mea
sured x-ray absorption accurately reflects the probability
a photon of a specific energy is absorbed in the sam
However, not all samples can be made appropriately unifo
and thin; for example, it is often impossible to make th
single crystals of the required thicknessx, corresponding to
the Dmx,1.5 condition for the ideal transmissio
experiment.1 In principle, the x-ray absorption coefficient o
such samples can nevertheless be determined by meas
the yield of fluorescent photons, resulting from the decay
excited states in the sample, as a function of the energ
the incident photons.2 This fluorescence yield~FY! detection
is very effective in the study of dilute samples~those con-
taining only a small amount of the atomic species of intere!
and thin layers. For concentrated samples, however, FY
tection yields distorted spectra due to absorption effect
the sample.3 We describe here a procedure to calculate a
correct for self-absorption using the detector geometry
known energy dependence of the absorption. We apply
procedure to the measurement of the vanadiumK edge x-ray
absorption spectrum of single crystal Al doped V2O3 using
FY detection and demonstrate that self-absorption effects
completely corrected. Our procedure is essentially an ex
sion of that described by Tro¨ger et al.4 to the hard x-ray
region and to x-ray detectors which subtend large so
angles such as the well-known Lytle type,5 although it is not
limited to this situation. Using this procedure allows app
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cation of the FY technique to any sample, single crystal
bulk, without concern for sample thickness or uniformity.

The cause of self-absorption is illustrated in Fig. 1 for t
case of a small solid angle detector mounted at right an
to the incident x-ray beam, and assuming the absorp
length of incident and fluorescent photons is compara
When the sample is positioned so that the incident x r

FIG. 1. Sketch of the geometry incident beam, flourescent be
and detector at~a! normal incidence and~b! grazing incidence.
9335 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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enter the sample at normal incidence, as in Fig. 1~a!, only
those fluorescent photons produced in a thin region near
surface of the sample can be detected. Those produ
deeper must traverse a macroscopic region of the sample
are therefore absorbed before they can reach the detecto
this case, if for example the absorption coefficient increa
more fluorescent photons are produced near the sur
where they can be detected. The signal is therefore pro
tional to the absorption coefficient. On the other hand, wh
the sample is positioned so the incident x rays enter at g
ing incidence, as in Fig. 1~b!, the incident photons are a
absorbed in a thin region near the surface of the samp
~Note that this is exactly the opposite of the previous ca!
All fluorescent photons generated in the sample can t
reach the detector, although of course only a fraction prop
tional to the detector solid angle actually do. The signa
then almost independent of the absorption coefficient: if t
coefficient increases, decreasing the absorption length,
dent photons are absorbed sooner in the sample, but the
number of fluorescent photons are detected, since the p
ability of detecting them is unchanged. The spectrum is
sentially saturated, and this result is therefore often refe
to as a ‘‘saturation effect.’’ Evidently, self-absorption occu
when there is insufficient absorption of the fluorescent p
tons, and the term is therefore somewhat misleading.

One way to eliminate the self-absorption effect is to ta
measurements at normal incidence and grazing exit angl
it is apparent from the preceding discussion that such a
ometry minimizes self-absorption.6 However, it is difficult to
ensure that self-absorption has been fully eliminated. A m
general approach due to Eisebittet al.7 is to measure the
absorption at several different incident angles. Since the
gular dependence of the absorption can be calculated ana
cally, such measurements can be extrapolated to the lim
case to achieve complete elimination of the effect of s
absorption. Another way to eliminate the self-absorption
fect, described by Tro¨ger et al.,4 takes advantage of th
smoothness of the continuum x-ray absorption well aw
from absorption edges. As shown by Heald,1 the thickness
effect in transmission~as opposed to fluorescence! can be
checked for by measuring the absorption as a function
sample thickness and extrapolating to zero thickness.

The approach we take here is to calculate the effec
self-absorption from the known energy dependence of
absorption coefficient. As this depends on the geometry,
subsequently integrate over the solid angle of the x-ray
tector. Following Tro¨ger4 and Eisebitt,7 we first calculate the
intensity of the fluorescent yield for the case of photons
energyE incident at anglef to the sample surface, with
detector of areaA placed at angleu to the surface and ‘‘far’’
away; that is,AA!r , the distance to the sample. The inc
dent photons excite an atomic level in the sample, for sp
ficity a K level, which decays with probabilityeK of produc-
ing a photon of energyEf l . Defining y as the length of the
incident path in the sample, the contributiondIK(E,y) to the
fluorescent intensityI K due to excitation of theK level from
a layer of thicknessdy is proportional to the incident inten
sity I 0 , the portionmK of the total absorptionm tot due to
excitation of theK level, the probabilityeK of fluorescent
decay of that level, and the solid angleA/r 2 of the detector,
so that
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dIK~E,y!}
A

r 2 I 0~E!eKmK~E!exp@2m tot~E!y

2m tot~Ef l !z#dy.

Here z is the length of the path in the sample which t
fluorescent photons traverse to the detector. There are
exponential terms because the absorption both of incid
photons and of fluorescent photons reduces the meas
intensity. Now y5x/sinf, where x is the depth in the
sample, andz5x/sinu, and by integrating over the thicknes
t of the sample the total intensity becomes

I K

I 0
}

A

r 2 eKmK~E!
1

sinf E
0

t

expF2S m tot~E!

sinf

1
m tot~Ef l !

sinu D xGdx.

Carrying out the integration yields

I K

I 0
}

A

r 2 eK

mK~E!

m tot~E!1m tot~Ef l !~sinf/sinu!

3 H 12expF2S m tot~E!

sinf
1

m tot~Ef l !

sinu D t G J .

Assuming the sample is much thicker than the photon
sorption length

S m tot~E!

sinf
1

m tot~Ef l !

sinu D t@1,

the exponential can be neglected and the total fluores
intensity becomes

I f~E!}I 0~E!
A

r 2 eK

mK~E!

m tot~E!1gm tot~Ef l !
1I bac~E!. ~1!

I bac(E) is the background radiation produced for example
higher order harmonics from the monochromator, and
geometric factorg5sinf/sinu determines how the self
absorption depends on the geometry of the experiment
order thatg be well defined, it is necessary to assume that
sample is smooth over the area illuminated by the incid
light. At normal incidence (f'90°) and grazing angle de
tection (u'0°), g becomes very large. Then the energ
independent term multiplied byg in the denominator of Eq.
~1! dominates, and the fluorescent intensity depends line
on the incident flux

I f~E!}I 0~E!mK~E!, ~2!

as we saw in our earlier qualitative discussion.
However, in other geometries the energy dependenc

m tot(E) in the denominator of Eq.~1! cannot be neglected an
this linearity is lost. This causes the amplitude of the EXA
oscillations to be damped, sincem tot(E) in the denominator
of Eq. ~1! includesmK(E), which also appears in the nu
merator. It may be seen qualitatively from an examination
Eq. ~1! that this damping decreases:~i! as the concentration
of the fluorescing element in the sample decreases, since
decreases the contribution ofmK to m tot—it is this effect that
allows fluorescent yield to work in dilute samples,~ii ! as the
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geometrical factorg increases, and~iii ! as the absorption o
fluorescent radiationm tot(Efl) increases with respect to th
absorption of incident radiationm tot(E).

Quantitatively, we proceed by recalling the quantity
interest in a transmission EXAFS measurement

x5
mK~E!2m̄K~E!

m̄K~E!
. ~3!

The quantitymK(E) represents the smooth ‘‘atomic’’ ab
sorption, which is due to theK edge of the atomic species i
the sample but does not exhibit EXAFS oscillations. Sin
m tot5mK1mbac, Eq. ~3! can also be written as

x5
m tot~E!2m̄ tot~E!

m̄ tot~E!2mbac~E!
. ~4!

The background absorptionmbac does not depend on theK
absorption edge so thatm̄bac[mbac.

By analogy to Eq.~4! the EXAFS measured in an FY
experiment is just

xexp5
I f~E!2 Ī f~E!

I f~E!2I bac~E!
. ~5!

If the conditions which give rise to Eq.~2! are not satisfied,
xexp as given by Eq.~5! will differ from the ‘‘true’’ EXAFS
given by Eq. ~4!; this is of course the ‘‘self-absorption’
effect. In this case, using Eqs.~1!, ~3!, and~4! and neglecting
uncertainties due to background subtraction, the relation
betweenx andxexp becomes~see Ref. 3!:

xexp5xF12
m̄K~E!

m̄ tot~E!1gm̄ tot~Ef l !
G[x@12S~E,f,u!#.

~6!

This equation shows the effect of self-absorption is only
reduce the amplitude of the ‘‘true’’ EXAFS oscillationsx, an
effect which can be corrected by calculating the factor@1
2S(E,f,u)#21 for a specific experiment using tabulate
values of the photoabsorption coefficient for the vario
atomic species in the sample.

However, another step is necessary in the present c
Large solid angle detectors such as the Lytle detector use
this work do not satisfy the assumption made in obtain
Eq. ~6! thatAA!r . The geometrical factorg cannot be sim-
ply defined as above; instead, an integral of Eq.~6! over the
solid angleVA subtended by the detector must be carr
out. In this integral, each element of solid angledV with a
corresponding geometrical factorg@u(V)# contributes an
amountS8(E,V) given by Eq.~6!. Integrating over these
contributions gives the total correction factor

S~E,f!5
1

VA
E S~E,f,V!dV. ~7!

The incident anglef is constant in any particular measur
ment. The anglesu andt over which the integration is car
ried out are shown in Fig. 2. The integration is carried o
separately for the portions of the detector above and be
the incident beam, so anglet ranges fromtmin>0 to t top and
from 0 to tbottom, with the exact range dependent on t
shape of the detector and the value ofu. The anglez, with
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respect to the surface, at which the fluorescent x rays exit t
sample is determined by bothu andt. This anglez is impor-
tant because, as shown in Fig. 2, it determines the length
the pathz the fluorescent x rays must traverse through th
sample and hence the magnitude of the self-absorption c
rection.

Recall from Eq.~6! that

S~E,f,u!5
m̄K~E!

m̄ tot~E!1m f l~E!~sinf/sinz!
.

The absorption coefficients in this equation of course depe
on the sample. For our Al doped V2O3 sample, the aluminum
content was about 6%, and Al absorbs only weakly in th
range of the VK edge, so the effect of Al can be neglected
The absorption coefficients of V and O were approximate
by fitting an exponential function through selected values o
the coefficients as tabulated.8 The absorption coefficient of
the sample at the fluorescence energy is then

FIG. 2. Integration over detector solid angle. In~a! an overall
view is portrayed, while in~b! integration along a vertical segment
of the detector is indicated.
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m f l[m tot5r@nVmV,pre8 ~Ef l !1nOmO8 ~Ef l !#,

wherer is the density of the sample,nV andnO are the mass
percent of V and O in the sample, and primes indicate
mass absorption coefficients. In the same way the no
oscillatory part of the total absorption may be written

m̄ tot5r@nVmV,tot8 ~E!1nOmO8 ~E!#.
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The part of the absorption due to excitation of theK edgem̄K
can be estimated by extrapolating the V absorption coe
cient below theK edge and subtracting it from the total a
sorption, yielding

m̄K5rnV~mV,tot8 2mV,pre8 !.

With these expressions the integral in Eq.~7! can now be
evaluated
S~E,f!5
1

VA
E

umin

umaxS E
t5tmin

t top m̄K~E!dt

m̄ tot~E!1m f l@sinf/cosz~u,t!#
1E

t50

tbottom m̄K~E!dt

m̄ tot~E!1m f l@sinf/cosz~u,t!# D du.
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We carried out this integration numerically in steps of 0.
the individual solid angle elements are then much less t
4p. The resulting correction factor 12S(E,f)21 to the mea-
sured EXAFS oscillations@Eq. ~6!# is plotted in Fig. 3 for the
incident anglesf measured in these experiments as a fu
tion of energy in the range relevant to the VK edge. It is
apparent that the correction factor varies little with ener
changing only 4.7% atf545° and 7.6% atf50°. On the
other hand, the absolute value of the correction is large
varies strongly with angle, as shown in Fig. 4 for an ene
of 5600 eV. At an incident anglef545° the measured am
plitude is reduced by a factor of 3.78, that is, to little mo
than one fourth of its ‘‘real’’ value. Although atf50° the
reduction is ‘‘merely’’ 2.06, this means the reduction is mo
than 50% and certainly cannot be neglected. This is pa
due to the fact that even at normal incidence the position
the detector relative to the sample means that a signifi
fraction of the fluorescent radiation is detected at a la
emergence angle. The change in slope apparent in Fig.
caused by the fact that at angles higher than about 11°
fluorescent radiation is no longer shielded by the sample
sample holder.

The effect of the correction is very apparent in extend
fine structure measurements. In Fig. 5 we show the Fou
transform of the extended fine structure above the V edg

FIG. 3. Calculated energy dependence of the self-absorp
correction term for four different incident anglesf: 0° ~solid!, 15°
~dotted!, 30° ~dashed!, and 45°~dash-dotted!.
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single crystal Al doped V2O5, as further described
elsewhere,9 with the electric field of the incident radiatio
along thea axis of the crystal. We also show in Fig. 5 th
transforms after the measured spectra have been corre
for self-absorption using the correction factor
2S(E,f)21. It is evident that the positions of the peaks
the transforms are not affected by the correction. This me
that quantities obtained from analysis of the EXAFS whi
depend only on the peak positions, such as interatomic
tances, are not affected by self-absorption. On the o
hand, it is also apparent in Fig. 5 that the amplitude is d
matically reduced by self-absorption, as expected from F
4. Therefore quantities obtained from the EXAFS which d
pend on the amplitude, such as the coordination number
the Debye-Waller factor, would be completely erroneo
without correction for self-absorption.

To further test the accuracy of the correction, we to
measurements at a variety of angles in theab plane at the
same angle with respect to thec axis. EXAFS is independen
of the incident angle if the symmetry is at least threefold10

which is the case for the hexagonalc axis in V2O3. Therefore
rotation about thec axis should not cause any change in t
EXAFS measurement. That this is the case is shown in
6, where we plot EXAFS spectra measured in the orienta
described above for various values of the incident angle,

n
FIG. 4. Calculated dependence of the self-absorption correc

term on the incident anglef ~at 5600 eV incident energy!.
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fore and after the self-absorption correction was applied.
evident that the spectral amplitude is, as expected, m
larger after correction. In addition, the differences betwe
the spectra are much less after correction, consistent with
expected symmetry on rotation about this axis. Remain
differences, particularly at largerk, may be accounted for by
statistical noise, which tends to increase withk in these
k-weighted spectra, or by incorrectly removed backgrou
variations.

In conclusion, we have described a correction algorit
which makes it possible to measure hard-x-ray absorp
spectra by detecting the fluorescent yield even in conc
trated materials. We have demonstrated the effectivenes
the correction by measuring the extended fine struc
above the V 1s edge in V2O3 single crystals and found tha
the crystal symmetry is then preserved. The algorithm
ables the extended fine structure of any thick sample w
planar surfaces and known stoichiometry to be measu
with fluorescent yield detection in the hard-x-ray region u
ing a detector of arbitrary solid angle and corrected for s
absorption, although not for other possible saturation effe
This greatly extends the utility of fluorescent yield detecti

FIG. 5. Comparison of Fourier transform of original data~solid
lines! with that corrected for self-absorption~dotted lines!. Shown
are measurements taken with the hexagonalc axis perpendicular to
the polarization vector of the incident beam.
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by, for example, making it possible to measure the exten
fine structure of macroscopic single crystals.
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FIG. 6. Comparison of the EXAFS signal~a! as measured~with
the polarization vector perpendicular to the hexagonalc axis! and
~b! after correction for self-absorption, at various incident anglef
@0° ~solid!, 15° ~dotted!, 30° ~dashed!, and 45°~dash-dotted!#.
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